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A reader asks: 
 
I just wondered if The Committee had anything more or different than what Erik wrote to say 
about love and what it has to do with all creation. His answer just seemed sort of vague to me 
and he doesn’t mention God and I guess what one would call “agape love. 
  
Just me trying to understand it all with my questioning mind. So many things hard to fathom like 
God having no beginning or end or how we are living many lives all at once, the vastness of the 
universes, etc. Too many things to mention. 
  
I read recently that in heaven it is endless to what we can learn and discover. I’m sure I will be 
doing that with all the others doing the same thing, searching for answers.   
 

(I assume Erik means Medhus from ChannelingErik.com) 
 
Replies The Committee: 
 
“How much more or different our offerings might be, we invite any and all of you to compare, if 
you wish, to decide for yourselves if differences exist and what each thing or distinctions 
between them, mean for you. 
 
Remove time from the process and of course all incarnations exist together, at the same time. 
Do human arms and legs exist at the same time? Inserting the artificially created sequence 
human time represets, creates the illusion that simultaneous and complete existence is elusive 
or impossible. On Earth, this perception is an attraction, a feature of enormous appeal but it is 
an exception, aberration, deviation and distortion of the true existence of the soul.  
 
No beginnings and no endings exist because everything is circular. Human think of circles as 
round segments of lines, because humans, constrained by time illusions thus distances, begin a 
circle at a specific point, then complete the circle at that same point. This seems to offer and 
support the notions of beginnings and ends of things, but that same human drawn circle reveals 
the opposite; to travel around the edge of a circle return one to the same spot. Thus motion 
and movement do not create dislocation; this is form, structure and arrangement of the matrix 
called the universe. Distance is but a result of time; beginnings and endings are the same thing 
with different human names depending on direction, thus cannot be different. What is the 
difference between a bucket and a pail? 
 
What is endless in Heaven is not what can be discovered but what can be created. Creation is 
another name for discovery, a process forced to appear slower on Earth because of the 
distortion of time. 
 
God is the collective of all souls. To say Germany or Nepal, means the people of the places who 
have agreed to be residents or citizens, and also considers the acceptance by other groups of 
people from other similar groups, who attach their identity to a section of Earth surface and 
nearby oceans. 
 



God is good, two versions of the same word. In many human languages, similarities between 
words for something positive and God, are common. Dios and dio, God and gave, in Spanish. A 
well-known Scottish economist once wrote about the invisible hand directing the trade of goods 
in ways which sustain supply, availability to the greatest number of consumers and steady 
earnings for suppliers, producers and providers.  
 
The idea a separate power is in control is seductively easy to accept because one person’s 
individual action is never enough to affect a larger group of people in a sustained way. The 
collective actions and effects, however, are the most powerful thing in existence. 
 
Love is the default state of your soul. It is the baseline of all existence and interaction; all things 
occurring in the universe flow from what humans have labeled love. 
 
Common and nearly universal are the accounts offered part of near-death experiences, which 
are in nearly every case, true deaths as humans define and consider death. In the stories 
returnees offer are descriptions of deep peace felt, a disappearance of worries, concerns, fears 
and anxieties which each such soul felt or feels during human life. These stories are love; this is 
how it feels.  
 
Love is the condition of complete acceptance, both of and by each of you. It is the absence of 
what humans call judgment, what we prefer to label criticism. Judgment is not bad or good, but 
for opinions and reactions of either issuers or the subjects of judgment, on Earth. 
 
No judgments as humans understand them, exist in Heaven. All acceptance of what a judgment 
might be is voluntary; any soul may reject a judgment offered. This is true love, which is true 
existence. 
 
Human life on Earth offers limits, distortions, twists and turns to this natural condition. The 
roller coaster ride offered through the trials and tribulations of being human, is one of the 
immense attractions incarnations offers. 
 
We offer our description of human love, in a way humans might consider a definition. Love for, 
between, among and from one human to another, is acceptance. 
 
Be well one and all, please do return.” 
 
  


